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Scattered Waves Generated by a Small Subsurface Scatterer 
1. Introduction 
Seismic scattering by a spherical inhom.ogeneity has been studied by several workers. Using the 
equivalent source method and and the Born approxirnation, Wu and Aki (1985) developed a 
series of formula to calculate the scattered wave field generated by a spherical inhomogeneity 
having a small impedance contrast with the surrounding medium. The exact solution for any 
·, impedance contrast is given by Mie theory, in which the solution is obtained in the form of an 
infinite series (Ying and Truell, 1956). Using Mie 1the~ory, Tie (1987) investigated the scattered 
wavefield of a plane longitudinal wave incident on a spherical obstacle. Several different types of 
obstacles were studied in Tie's work, including a rigid sphere, a spherical cavity, a liquid-filled 
sphere, and an elastic sphere. 
The significance of scattered waves in seismology is that it can be used to detect the attributes of 
the host medium and/or the properties ofthe scatte:rers. It is widely believed that coda waves, 
which are a train of waves following the arrival of the direct wave, are generated by the 
scattering from numerous scatterers in the earth mediun1. In the past twenty years, hundreds of 
studies have been carried out trying to use coda waves to obtain information about the earth 
medium. For example, coda waves have been intensively used to estimate the quality factor of 
the earth medium (Aki and chouet 1975; Jin and A.ki, 1986). Besides, people also used coda 
waves to constrain the properties of the scatterers, such as the scattering turbidity or mean free 
path (Dainty et al, 1987; Sato, 1978), the scatterer position (Ogilvie, 1988; Nishigami, 1991), and 
the scatterer size (Liu et al., 1994)) 
In this study, the scattering characteristics of a small shallo,vv subsurface sphere was investigated 
by calculating the synthetic seismograms in different positions on the surface. The purpose of 
this study is to find out if the scattered waves recorded by an array of receivers can be used to 
locate the scatterer. The scattering responses used in this study are obtained from Mie theory 
(Tie, 1987) 
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2. The method 
2.1 General description 
The method used in this study follows the modeling technique described by Ogilvie (1988) and 
Craig et al ( 1991). Here I give a brief summary of this n1ethod. After the occurrence of an 
earthquake, the wavelet radiated from the earthquake will finally arrive at the recording system. 
This wavelet is called the direct wave. In addition to this direct wave, the wavelets scattered by 
numerous scatterers will also be received by the recorder. During the traveling from the source to 
the receiver, the direct wavelet (Usou) is modified by the impulse response of anelastic attenuation 
(ATNab), scattering attenuation (ATN5c}, the scalar an1plification factor (GEO), instrument 
response (INS) and free surface effect (SUR). For the scattered wavelets, there is an additional 
modification factor, i.e., scattering response from scatterers (SCA). In a simple formula, the total 
displacement fieldin the recorder is 
U rec = [Usou * ATlv ab * ATNsc * INS] • GEO • SUR+ 
N 
L[U,mu(i) * ATNab(i) * ATJ-Isc(i) * SCAi * JNS] • GEQi • SURi (l) 
i=1 
where* represents convolution, and • represent the product. The first term on the right-hand side 
of Equation ( 1) is the direct wavelet, and the second term is the superposition of scattered 
wavelets from all scatterers. 
In our modeling, rather than using convolution in the titne domain, all the operations are 
performed in the frequency domain so that convolution is a simple product. For each possible 
ray, we first calculate the overall spectral respons~~ by ntultiplying individual spectra, and then 
apply inverse Fourier transform to this overall spe~:tral response to get the corresponding 
wavelet. The wavelet can be positioned on the in the synthetic seismogram based on the total 
time it needed to travel from the sourc~~ to the receiver. 
2.2 Computation of individual response spectrum 
Source spectrum In this study we assume an explosive source. The source displacement spectrum 
was obtained from the explosive sourc'e model of Blake(1952). His study suggests that for a 
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spherical cavity subjected to a pressure step function, the far field wavelet is given by 
(2) 
r 
where C1 and C2 are constants that are functions of the density and Poisson's ratio of the 
medium, r is the distance from observation point to the cavity center, P0 is the pressure 
amplitude, a is the radius of the cavity, ro 0 is the resonant frequency of the cavity, and -r=t-r/c, t 
represents time and c is the wave velocity. To get the source spectrum from this wavelet, Fourier 
transform was used. 
Anelastic and scattering attenuation The anelastic att,~nuation refers to the decay of amplitude 
due to intrinsic absorption. The response spectra of anelastic attenuation is dependent on the 
intrinsic quality factor, Qi, and may be 'written as: 
S0 (/) exp(- ;if T) 
Qi 
(3) 
where T is the total travel time from source to receiver, f is frequency, and S0(f) defines the 
spectral amplitude at the source. The quality factor Qi is generally assumed to be a constant. The 
phase response is obtained by assuming a causal wavelet. 
Scattering attenuation is used to quantify the amplitude decay caused by the energy 
transformation from incident wave to scattered waves. We didn't consider this effect in our study 
because only one scatterer is present in the model. 
Free-surface effect, geometrical spreading and instrument response When a wave strikes on a 
free surface, the displacement amplitude observed on the surface is different from the confined 
amplitude of the incident wave. This free-surface (~ffect is corrected based on the equations 
provided by Ben-Menahem and Singh (1981). 
For the incident and reflected plane waves, the geometrical spreading effect may be ignored. 
However, for the waves scattered from the small sphere, the displacement amplitude is decreased 
by spherical divergence. Assuming the radius of the: scatterer is asca' and the distance from the 
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scatterer to the: receiver is r, then during the travel from the scatterer surface to the receiver the 
displacement amplitude attenuated by the geoJmetrical spreading is in a factor of asc/r. 
Instrument response is certainly an important factor to affect the characteristics of the synthetic 
coda. However, in order to make our modeling to be comparable to the seismograms recorded 
from different types of instrument, instrument response is not included in our simulation. If it is 
required later, convolution of this result with a specific instrument response can be used to find 
the instrument-modified synthetic seisn1ogran1. 
Scattering response Tie ( 1987) conducted a through study on the scattering of P wave by a 
spherical obstacle. Wu and Aki (1985) studied the scattering characteristics of a sphere using 
equivalent source method. The scattered wavelets have been used to model the generation of 
coda waves (Craig et al. 1991; Tie and Long, 1992). ·we also studied the case ofS-wave 
scattering by an spherical obstacle using Mie theory. The main findings from these studies are (1) 
the amplitude of scattered wavelet varies strongly 1ovith the scattering angles. This variation is 
dependent on both the ka value and the heterogeneity parameters (2) For large ka (> 1) and 
velocity type scattering (Wu and Aki, 1985), the largest amplitude of scattered wavelet occurs in 
the forward direction, and the smallest amplitude occurs in the backward direction. (3) For small 
ka and impedance type scattering, the largest amplitude occurs in the backward directions, and 
there is little scatting in the forward direction. ( 4) The shape of scattered wavelet also varies with 
scattering angle. In the forward direction, only one simple wavelet was observed (Figure 2 of Tie 
and Long, 1992). In the backward direction, multiple arrivals were found, which are caused by 
the multiple surface reflections of shear and/or P-,~vave inside the sphere. 
In this study, the scattering response was obtained based on Mie's theory. Figure 1 shows the 
scattering amplitude variation with the scattering angle for the case when the incident wave is a 
plane P wave. Figure 2 is the case that the incident v1ave is a plane S wave. In these figures, the 
heterogeneity contrasts in P velocity, S velocity, and density are -0.3, -0.5, -0.5 respectively, 
which forms an in1pedance-type scattering object. We see that for intermediate and small ka ( <2) 
the most significant scattering occun~ed in the backward direction. The largest amplitude of 
scattered wave increases with the increase of ka value. For ka equal to 0.1, the largest amplitude 
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of scattered wave is about O.J--0.7 percent of the incident wave; while for ka equal to 1 and 5, the 
largest amplitude of the scattered wave becomes about 1 0,...., 25 percent and 15,....,60 percent of the 
incident wave, respectively. 
3. The Model 
In our model, a teleseismic P wave was used as the incident wave. The frequency content and 
amplitude of the incident wave are obtained by assun1ing the explosion source has a spherical 
cavity radius of 6 meter and pressure amplitude of 1.5e05 Pa. The receivers are distributed as an 
8 by 8 array on the surface. The scatterer is a smaB spherical obstacle with a radius of 5 meters. 
The position of the scatterer relative to the receivers varies in order to see how this change affects 
the scattered field. Figure 1 shows one case where th(~ scatterer is centered below the receiver 
array. 
Figure 3. A plane P wave strike~~ on the record array 
When the incident P wave passes through the smaH scatterer, scattered wavelets (both P and S 
wave) are generated. Besides, when the: incident P wave strikes on the free surface, secondary 
plane P and SV waves are also generated due to retlection. These reflected waves will go back to 
the scatterer and resulted in another set of scattered waves. Therefore, three types of waves are 
recorded by the receivers. One type is the direct wav•~, the second type is the scattered waves due 
to the incident P wave, and the third type is the scattered waves due to the reflected waves. 
The parameters used in this study are as follows: 
• The incident wave con1es from the southeast di[n~ction (azimuth=-45°) with a incident angle 
of 45°. 
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• The recorder array is distributed in a 22 by 22 rn2 area, the interval between the geophones is 
about 3 meters. 
• The scatterer is a spherical inhomogeneity with the contrast in P vdocity, S velocity, and 
density of -0.3, -0.5, -0.5 respectively. 
• The host medium is uniform which has a P velocity of 1500m/s, an S velocity of 870m/s, and 
an density of2670 kg/m3• The intrinsic quality factor for the host medium is 1000. 
4. The synthetic seismogram 
Synthetic seismograms are generated for the scattere:r in two different positions. One position is 
that the scatterer is centered below the array of receivers, and another position is that the scatterer 
is off away from the recording geophones. Figure 4 shows synthetic seismogram for the former 
case. In this figure, the three components, i.e. vertircal, north-south, and east-west components, 
are shown in separate diagrams and the direct wave is truncated to show the scattered wave more 
clearly. The scattering from the small scatterer displays the following characteristics: 
• The an1plitude of scattered wave is much srnaller than the direct wave. The amplitude 
ratio between scattered wave and direct wav(~ is about 1/15. 
• The horizontal components have larger amplitude than the vertical component. This 
phenomenon is caused by the fact that the scattered wave impinges on the free surface at 
very small incident angle (the angle between the incident direction and vertical). Because 
the scattered P wave is very close to the direct wave in time, the main compositions of the 
coda wave are shear waves. For the shear wav<:~ incidence and srnall incident angle, the free 
surface effect makes the amplitude of horizontal con1.ponents larger than the vertical 
component. 
• The forward scattering has relatively smaller amplitude than the backward and sideways 
scattering. This feature could attribute to that the scatterer has irnpedance-type 
heterogeneity parameters. 
Synthetic seismograms were also calculated for the case where the scatterer is off away from the 
recording array. In this case, the scatterer is placed in the southeast of the recording system and 
the horizontal distance between the scatterer and the: center of the array is 56 meters. The 
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calculated 3-component seismograms are shown in Figure 5. Comparing this figure with Figure 
4, we found that this figure display some different features: 
• The amplitude of scattered wave is smaller than the case where the scatterer is centered 
below the receivers. The amplitude ratio between them is about 1/5. This change is 
partially caused by the difference in the geo1mt~trical spreading factor and partially caused 
by the difference in scattering angle, because all the geophones in this case are in the 
forward direction 
• As expected, a quite similar pattern was observed for the traces recorded by all the 
geophones. 
• Contrary to Figure 4, the vertical component in this figure has larger amplitude than the 
horizontal components. This difference is resulted from the change in the incident angle of 
the scattered wave, because in this case the scattered wave has much larger incident angle 
than that of Figure 4. 
To test if the scattered waves recorded by an array of receivers can be used to locate the scatterer, 
we need to find out if those scattered waves can still be identified if the background noise is also 
present in the seismogram. For this purpose, we insett a background noise into the simulated 
seismogram by the convolution between them. Figure 6 shows the background noise we used, 
and Figure 7 is one result of the convolution. Figure 7 is obtained through the convolution 
between the background noise and the third column of the vertical trace in Figure 5. It is found 
that the traces in Figure 7 are quite similar to the noise trace, which is a result of the large 
impulse of the: incident wave. Due to the small amplitude of scattered waves, it may be very 
difficult to use the scattered waves to locate the scatt~~rer. 
5. Summary 
In this study, the scattering characteristics of a small spherical inhomogeneity were investigated. 
Synthetic seismogram was calculated based on its scattering response. It is found that the 
scattered wave has much smaller amplitude than that of incident wave, and therefore the locating 
of a small scatterer based on the scattered wave may not give satisfactory result. 
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